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I found a simple vnc loop that could be used for persistence, if the encryption didn't work. And
indeed it didn't - it was only AES, and I had no idea what it was being used for, other than a DDoS

protection scheme. I used my python skills to quickly decode the nonces and decrypt the password
hashes: Hacker platform produced an explanation of the hour and flag is set method, which is quite
deep and would be another layer. But its also heavily obfuscated and needed reversing. The method
involves a bitmask, and a decoder. Last night, I started working on a decoder. Then I found a way to
separate it out to an assembly level. Alright, lets open this challenge up for the HTS community. Its
a challenge from the 0dayzone DEF CON hacker hunt this year. Its a JSON file, and there are some

new method names in there. I had to do some research because I didnt know how the site works. Im
attempting to recover the challenge files and make them publically available. I will leave it at that

for now, but expect more information in the coming days. Hacker platform produced an explanation
of the hour and flag is set method, which is quite deep and would be another layer. But its also
heavily obfuscated and needed reversing. The method involves a bitmask, and a decoder. Last

night, I started working on a decoder. Then I found a way to separate it out to an assembly level. I
just needed to compile the assembly, use a memory dump, and turn that assembly into a binary. Its

that simple. Ill finally upload a version of that, and try again.
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The decompiler is a single compiled C executable that reads through the VB code from a specified
executable or jar. It currently has several issues, but hopefully will improve if I continue to hack on

it. If there are any comments or suggestions, please feel free to share them in the comments.
Nasuwa was the last box Ill use, and it took me over a hour to get a shell. I started off mapping the

website (which had no index.php), and ended up finding an RCE and running exploit mitm and
looking at the request to API path to find config filtrations. Thats where I found a SQL injection to get
information from the database. From there I looked at a temporary paths and found I could read the
templates directory. Thats where I found a loader.php script that can give me a shell, and with help
from the other members of the team Ill patch that and use it to get a local shell. In Beyond Root Ill

work to see if I could find the password reset password generator function, and come to an origin of
this exploit. The next box was built on ServiceNow, where Ill find a command injection in the
index.php script to allow impersonation as sysop. Ill patch that and use it to browse to the

administrators password reset form. There I can add my ssh credentials and get a shell on the
sysop. After getting two working shells on all of the boxes, we started seeing more of the same, with
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Oracle, MongoDB and SQL Server. Ill admit I was feeling a bit rusty with the command recursion and
such, but Ill work through over the weekend to find ways I could get a shell with all of them. So far

Ive had luck but only against one of the targets. 5ec8ef588b
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